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Se atoms were successively loaded into one-dimensional channels of zeolite AFI with several number density. 
Optical properties of these samples were studed by polariud microoptical absorption spectra When Se loading 
density is high, large anisotropy was observed in the spectra. From the anisotropic property and the energy of 
absorption edge, it is elucidated that one Se chain is formed in each channel. On the contrary, no anisotropy was 

observed in case of low loading density, This indicates that Se 2 molecules and/or Se rings are randomly oriented 

in the space of the channel. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Clusters in nano-size cages of zeolites have 

been attracted much attention because of their newly 

crealed interesting properties which originate from 
mutual interaction between them[1]. Many dfferent 
framework structure type is well known, such as not 
cage type but channel one. The latter one will be the 

fascinating host for stabilizing q.Jantum wires with 
high density and homogeneous dameter. Quantum 
wires is predcted to have a large anisotropy in their 
electronic properties, because electron can move only 
in one-drection. Therefore, studes of q.Jantum 
wires should be performed under considering the 
anisotropy of them. 

Zeolite AFI is a good candidate to stabilize one 
dimensional system, since it has nano-size cylindrical 
channel. Furthermore, large size single crystal over 
100 j.l.m is relatively easy to be synthesiud at AFI. 
The framework of AFI is shown in Figure 1. Ideal 

Present address; 

chemical formula of AFI is Al12P120 48 . AI and P 
atoms site alternately across 0 atoms. The 
cylindrical channels with inner dameter 7.3 A array 

parallel to c-axis and are completely isolated each 
other. In an unit cell, one channel exists and lattice 
constant of c-axis is 8.4 A. AFI has no cation which 
exists in alumino-silicale type zeolite. Adsmption 

potential of AFI for guest materials, such as organic 
molecules and semicondlctors, seems to be mainly 
supplied by the permanent dipole of AI and P atoms. 
This means that guest materials will be loaded by this 
physisorption potential, and the arrangement of them 
is expected to obey the periodicity of the framework. 

Selenium (Se) is one of the suitable material 
to incorporale into AFI and to study its properties, 
because; 
(1) Se will form chain or rings by changing dhed'al 
angle to suit the size and shape of the channels or 
cages. 
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(2) Se will be easily loaded into zeolites through vapor 
phase, and is stable even if it is treated at atmospheric 
condition. 

e 

a= 13.7 A 

• Al orP 
oo 

Figure llllustration of AFI framework. Inner diameter 
of the channel which is parallel to c-axis is 7.4 A. 

Praise et al. reported photo absorption and 
EXAFS spectra of Se load!d AFI (Se/AFI) powrer 
sample[2]. They obtained a result of the formation 
of Se chains in the channels. In their sample, 
loadng rensity of Se atoms were fixed only to ea 3 

per unit cell. It is necessary to study the samples 
with various Se loadng rensities, because the 
electronic properties and structures of Se species may 
repend on them. Furthermore, optical properties of 
highly orientation with anisotropic structure should 
be studied by using the polarized probe light and large 
single crystal sample. 

In this study, polarized optical absorption 
spectra of Se/AFI single crystal with various Se 
loading density were measured. It is made clear that 

one Se chain is formed in a channel at high loamng 

rensity. However, at low loadng rensity, Se chain 
is not formed. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
AFI single crystals were synthesized by the 

procedlres that Finger et al. [3] and Demuth et al. [4] 
reported with some modifications. Hexagonal raG-
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like crystals with maximum size of m. 120 and 50 Jl.m 
along and across c-axis, respectively, were obtained 
Chemical formula of obtained AFI was 
Al11 Si2P 110 48 retermined by Inductively Coupled 
Plasma (ICP) spectroscopy. It is checked by powrer 
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) that the crystals have AFI 
structure, even if AI andP atoms are partly substituted 
by Si atoms. 

After sealing bulk Se and dehydrated AFI in a 

vacuumed glass tube, Se atoms were loaded into AFI 
through vapor phase by elevating temperature to 
400°C. Loamng density of Se was controlled by 
changing the heat treatment time. Saturated sample 
was prepared by keeping temperature at 400°C for 
long enough until the col or of crystal did not change 
any more. Loading density of Se was determined by 
I CP spectroscopy or energy-dispersive X -ray analysis. 
All the samples are homogeneously colored from 
light to dark orange with increasing the Se loading 
density. 

Polarized absorption spectra were measured at 
room temperature by using a microoptical apparatus. 
Polarization of incident light was fixed atE /I c and£ 
.1 c. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 2 shows the absorption spectra of 

Se/AFI at room temperature. Loading densities of 
samples from a to dare 0.1, 0.6, 1 and 6 atoms per 
unit cell, respectively. In sample a, absorption 
bands at 3.5 and 4.6 e V are observed without showing 
any anisotropy. With increasing Se loading density, 
anisotropic behavior becomes notable especially at 
the absorption edge. As a result, a strong band at 
2. 75 eV is observed at spectrum of El le of sampled 
Compared with spectra of El /c, spectral shape of E.lc 
have slight change with increasing loading density. 
The observation of high anisotropy for saturated 

sample d indicates the formation of Se chain in a 
channel as alreadyreported[2]. The bulk trigonal Se 
(t-Se) crystal parameters support this conclusion, 

since the inner diameter of the channel is large enough 
to stabilize an Se chain in it. Optical transition at 
the absorption edge originate from electron excitation 
between lone pair (LP) state and o* state of 4p 



between lone pair (LP) state and cr* state of 4p 
electron, respectively. Energy of LP state is 
disturbed by the interaction with neighboring 
chains[t7]. Therefore, energy of absorption edge 
give us information of inter-chain interaction. 
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Figure 2 Polarized absorption spectra of Se/ AFI at 
room temperature. Density of loacb:l Se atoms are 
a:O.l, b:0.6, c:l, d6 per unit cell. 

Results of formation of Se chains in other 
channel type zeolites, MOR[5] andLTL[6], should be 
compared with above result to discuss more details of 
the form of the chain. MOR has elliptic channel 
whose inner size is 7.0 x 6.5 A. L TL has channels 
of one-dimensionally connected spherical cages with 
winoow size of 7.1 A. Fig. 3 is the spectra at 
absorption edge of Se loacb:l LTL (Se/LTL), MOR 
(Se/MOR) and AFI at room temperature. 
Absorption spectrum of Se/LTL is obtained by 
transforming diffuse reflection spectrum. From 
transmission electron microscope observation, it is 
elucidated that one Se chain exists in a channel of 
MOR[7]. Absorption edge of Se/LTL is red shifted 
compared with Se/M OR. This shift is interpreted by 
the mod!l that plural Se chains in a channel interact 
each other[ 6]. Therefore, it can be concluded that one 
Se chain exist in each channel of AFI as in MOR from 
the coincid!nce of the absorption edge of Se/AFI and 
Se/MOR. However, detailed structure of Se chain in 
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AFI will differ from that in MOR[5]. 
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Figure 3 Absorption spectra of Se/LTL, Se/MOR 
and Se/ AFI at room temperature. 

In AFI, Se chain may locate along wall of the 
channel, because inner wall of the channel gives 
homogeneous physisorption potential as mentioned 
before. A Se chain of t-Se has three-fold spiral 
structure. To saturate the channel of AFI by Se 
atoms, it seems that Se chain has spiral structure, 
because, this structure of a Se chain has the most 
highest packing d!nsity geometrically. If the 
periodicity of the Se chain and the channel 
commensurate, the chain may have six-fold symmetry, 
because the space group of AFI framework is P6cc and 
loading density of Se atoms at sampled is six per unit 
cell. Four-axes XRD study ofSe/AFI single crystal 
was carried out to confirm this speculation. We 
could only obtain the information of lattice constant 
of AFI framework before and after loading Se as, 
a::13.75 A, c=8.43 A and a::13.79 A, c=8.40 A. 
respectively. This means that, by loading Se atoms, 
inner diameter of the channel becomes slightly larger 
and this distortion leads to the d!crease of lattice 
constant of ~raxis. In Se/MOR system, from the 
result of Raman scattering measurement, it is 
conclud!d that Se chain has characteristic spiral 
structure [5]. 

No anisotropy observed in dilutely loadedAFI 
sample a indicates two possibility. One is that 



anisotropic Se species randomly orient in the channel. 
The other is that Se species themselves have no or 
very small anisotropic electronic state. In the gas 
phase selenium, several allotropes, such as Sen (n=2, 

3, 5-8) molecules or rings, are known. All these 
allotropes seem to have anisotropic electronic state. If 
these species are the adsorbents in the channel, the 
smaller these species are, the easier to orient randomly. 
Here, ring type structures with small number of atoms 
are most probable, because dmgling bond should be 
avoidxl. In case of loading Bil3 molecules dilutely 
into channel of AFI, very small anisotropy was 
observed in the polarized absorption spectra, too[8]. 
It is interpreted that isolated Bil3 molecules are arrayed 
randomly despite of effective size of Bii3 molecule is 
slightly larger than inner diameter of the channel. It 
may be recpested for guest materials to show 
anisotropic properties that they should be loaded into 
the channels with high rensity to form chains of 
covalent bond, or array each other through permanent 
dipole of a molecule or hyctogen bonding, as the 
arrangement of p-nitroaniline[9, 10], because 
channels of AFI is constructed only by six membered 
rings, and has no sub-channels or side pockets which 
will be the trigger of the orientation. 

In intermediately loadxl sample b and c, the 
gradual increase of the anisotropy indicates the gradual 
formation of Se chain. With increasing Se loading 
rensity, polymerization of Se species will occur and 
form short Se chains, because average distance 
between Se species becomes smaller. As a result, in 
the intermediately loaded sample, short Se chains arrl 

Se rings will coexist. Under this discussion, there is 
an unclear behavior of the spectra. Spectra of El_c 

has small rependence on Se loading rensity. If the 
Se chain becomes longer, electronic state should be 

mo<ified. This will be discussed with actual 
structure determined by XRD in future. 

4. SUMMARY 
Se atoms are successfully loadxl into the 

channels of AFI single crystal with various loading 
density, from dilute to saturated one. Structures of 
formed species of Se in the channel is discussed from 
polarized absorption spectra It is made clear that 

one Se chain is formed in each channel at high Se 
loading density. It seems that these chains are 
formed by the polymerization of Se molecules or 
rings with increasing the number density of these 
species. 
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